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Introduction

Internal politics within labor movements in both industrialized and developing countries have become active in the last decade. In the former countries, labor has experienced corporate restructuring and the spread of “lean production,” and internal debates within labor movements have become active over how unions should respond to the increasingly hostile environments (Moody, 1997: 197-200). In the latter countries, unions have become more independent from the control of the state and political parties as a result of democratization of political systems, and the newly-formed independent unions have begun to challenge the state- or party-controlled unions (Ibid.: 208-224). Japan is where “lean production” originated: and yet, not much has been written on internal politics within the Japanese labor movement. In this paper, I examine internal debates within the union movement in Japan since the early 1990s in response to the increasingly competitive economic environments. The paper sheds light on political dynamics within the labor movement by examining how cleavages of interests have developed between labor unions in different sectors as well as within labor unions. I am going to consider whether the internal politics of the labor movement have become active in response to changes in its contexts, as in the case of labor movements in many other countries.

The analytical framework of the paper is informed by recent studies of the rise and decline of neo-corporatist arrangements in Sweden and other northwestern
European countries. Series of articles by Peter Swenson and Jonas Pontusson on this topic offer two important perspectives in analyzing labor politics: (1) conflicts of interests are not necessarily class-based and may develop within labor and capital, and labor and capital in one sector may form “cross-class alliances” against those in another sector; (2) capital plays a crucial role in the rise and decline of institutional arrangements of industrial relations in the sense that the stability of institutional arrangements depends on the support of capital for such arrangements (the withdrawal of capital’s support considerably undermines the stability of institutions) (Swenson, 1991, 1992; Pontusson, 1995; Pontusson and Swenson, 1996). On the basis of these perspectives, I am going to examine how sectoral interests have affected the internal politics within the labor movement in Japan as well as how employers’ policies have affected institutional arrangements of industrial relations. In addition to the two perspectives, I include the third perspective in the analytical framework, namely that tensions may develop not only between unions, but also within unions over unions’ responses to restructuring efforts of employers. As Kim Moody and other labor scholars point out, “rank and file movements” led by union activists and lower-ranking union officials have developed within industry unions in the U.S. and other industrialized countries (Moody, 1997: 197-200; Turner, 1992; Yates, 1993). Tensions seem likely to develop within unions when union leaders, as a part of “cross-class alliances” with employers, sacrifice short-term interests of union members in favor of long-term interests of union organization. My analysis of the Japanese case therefore includes the question of whether there are “rank and file movements” within those unions which form “cross-class alliances” with employers.

In the following, I will first examine the development of the labor movement from the mid-1970s to the late 1980s, focusing on the “unification process” of rival national confederations leading to the formation of Rengo (the Japanese Trade Union Confederation) in 1989. Second, I will discuss the context of the labor movement
since the early 1990s, focusing on two issues: (1) a drastic reform of the employment relations to cope with the severe recession, and (2) the deregulation of labor relations through the revision of the Labor Standards Law. Third, I will analyze the internal politics of the labor movement in response to the restructuring efforts of employers and the government. I will show the development of two types of cleavages within Rengo. One is between unions in large, competitive firms on the one hand and unions in small, less competitive firms on the other. The other type of cleavage is between private- and public-sector unions. I will also briefly discuss a “rank and file movement” in the electronics industry that challenge union leaders who tend to take cooperative policies toward restructuring efforts of employers. Finally, I will conclude this paper with some observations on possible changes of the labor movement in the future.

The “Unification” of the Labor Movement into Rengo

Until the late 1970s, the labor movement in Japan had been divided ideologically and politically between two major confederations, Sohyo (General Council of Trade Unions of Japan) and Domei (Japanese Confederation of Labor). Besides these rival confederations, there were two smaller confederations, Churitsu Roren (Federation of Independent Unions of Japan) and Shin Sanbetsu (National Federation of Industrial Organizations). Sohyo was the left-wing confederation and advocated a class-based labor movement. Domei was the right-wing confederation and advocated a reformist labor movement and cooperative relations with management. While Sohyo mainly represented militant public-sector unions such as unions in the national railways and postal services, Domei’s membership was predominantly moderate private-sector unions. In terms of party affiliations, Sohyo supported the
JSP (Japan Socialist Party), and a minority of its member unions supported the JCP (Japan Communist Party). Domei supported the DSP (Democratic Socialist Party).

In the late 1980s, the four national confederations were unified into Rengo in two stages: private-sector unions were unified into Rengo in 1987, and public-sector unions joined Rengo two years later. Why were the ideologically- and politically-divided Sohyo and Domei unified into Rengo? The role played by private-sector unions was crucial for the unification process. Since the mid-1970s, enterprise unions of large private-sector firms and their industry-level federations had increased their influence in the labor movement, and these “big business unions” affiliated with Sohyo, Domei, and other confederations started discussions about the formation of a unified confederation. Although leaders of these private-sector unions advocated economic unionism and cooperative relations with employers at the enterprise level, they felt it necessary for unions to overcome the limit of enterprise-based activities by extending their activities into the political arena. This was because private-sector unions in export-oriented industries felt the impact of economic recession since the mid-1970s and shifted their strategy from demanding wage increases through enterprise-based wage negotiations to demanding government policies to restrain inflation and to protect employment security. Union leaders aimed at increasing unions’ influence over the policy-making of the government and at

---

1The spread of cooperative economic unionism among private sector unions was related to the decentralized structure of the labor movement. The decision-making authority of unions was decentralized at the enterprise level. Although many enterprise unions were affiliated (through industry-level federations of enterprise unions) with either one of the four national confederations, the confederations did not have much authority over enterprise unions. Since enterprise unions were relatively independent from the control of the confederations, management was able to influence the internal politics of these unions in such a way that the policy orientation of unions would become cooperative with management. Thus, cooperative economic unionism spread not only among enterprise unions affiliated with Domei, but also among those affiliated with Sohyo.
establishing “Japanese-style neo-corporatism” through the unification of the divided union confederations (Shinoda, 1997).

In 1976, 16 industry-level federations of private-sector unions formed Seisui Kaigi (Trade Union Council for Policy Promotion) as a forum for participating unions to coordinate their activities in making policy demands on the government and as a preparatory body for the possible unification of confederations in the future (Hyodo, 1997: 417). In 1982, Seisui Kaigi was succeeded by Zenmin Rokyo (Japan Private Sector Trade Union Council), a loose confederation consisting of 41 industry-level federations of private-sector unions. Finally in 1987, national confederations except Sohyo were dissolved, and Rengo was formed as a formal confederation consisting of 66 industry-level federations of private-sector unions. Sohyo continued to exist as the confederation of public-sector unions but was dissolved in 1989 as these unions joined Rengo.

The unification movement did not proceed without conflicts among and within unions. Although the two major confederations, Sohyo and Domei, started to express their support for the unification of the labor movement in principle by the late 1970s, they disagreed on how the unification should proceed in practice. One of the important points of disagreement was how to deal with those unions which advocated class-based rather than cooperative economic unionism, particularly those unions which supported the JCP. Domei insisted that the unification process should be led by private-sector unions based on cooperative economic unionism, and that militant unions should be excluded from the unification process. Sohyo, reflecting the interests of leftist unions among its members, insisted on the inclusion of all unions in the unified confederation regardless of their policy orientations. However, since the power balance between the two confederations was in favor of Domei, the unification process proceeded in Domei’s terms (see Inoue, 1997). Within Sohyo, tension developed between the leadership and leftist unions. While the leadership
was oriented toward making a compromise with Domei, leftist unions opposed the unification process. Such tension, however, did not lead to serious confrontations because pro-JCP unions and pro-JCP members who withdrew from Rengo-affiliated unions formed their own confederation called Zenroren (the National Confederation of Trade Unions) in 1989. In the same year, left-socialists formed another confederation called Zenrokyo (the National Trade Union Council).

The balance of power among the three confederations was such that internal politics within the labor movement, by the end of the 1980s, seemed to be settled in favor of cooperative economic unionism at the enterprise level and the neo-corporatist-style policy participation at the national level. Although Rengo did not organize all unionized workers, its position within the labor movement was dominant. The membership of Rengo in 1990 was about 7.6 million, or 62 percent of unionized workers. The membership of Zenroren in the same year was 835,000, or 6.8 percent of unionized workers. Zenrokyo was even smaller: its membership in 1990 was 290,000, or 2.4 percent of organized workers. The rest of unionized workers (32 percent of organized workers) were not affiliated with any confederation. Table 1 shows the number of organized workers by affiliation from 1988 to 1996.

The dominance of Rengo within the labor movement is reinforced by the support of employers and the government. Nikkeiren (Japan Federation of Employers’ Association), the employers’ association in charge of labor relations, saw the formation of Rengo as the culmination of the shift in labor relations from the one based on confrontation and power to the one based on dialogue and mutual trust. Thus, the employers’ association “welcomed” the unified confederation as a “partner
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2While unions affiliated with Rengo are spread across major industries in the private as well as public sectors, unions affiliated with Zenroren and Zenrokyo are concentrated in specific industries and sector. Zenroren mainly organizes public sector workers (e.g., local government workers and teachers) and medical workers such as doctors and nurses. Zenrokyo mainly organizes workers in Japan Railways (JR, privatized railway companies) and workers in Tokyo Metropolitan Government (Shinoda, 1997: 199).
of labor-management dialogue.” However, it virtually ignored the formation of the two other confederations (Nikkeiren Times, November 26, 1987 and November 23, 1989). The government also takes more favorable attitudes toward Rengo than to the two other confederations. For example, the government has appointed labor representatives to labor arbitration committees as well as to advisory councils of the government only from Rengo and has not appointed anyone from Zenroren and Zenrokyo. Zenroren criticizes the government for taking the policy of virtual non-recognition toward the confederation (Sahaku, 1992: 138-9).

The dominance of Rengo, however, does not mean that the labor movement since the late 1980s became de-politicized under the hegemony of big business unions. The labor movement has faced more hostile economic environments than before since the early 1990s due to the economic recession. Particularly important for the internal politics within the labor movement is the fact that employers have begun to withdraw their support for the existing model of employment relations, on which the ideology of cooperative economic unionism advocated by big business unions has been based. Because of the uncertainty of “Japanese-style employment relations,” some unions, particularly those representing workers in small- and medium-sized firms, have begun to question the dominance of big business unions in the labor movement.

Changes in the Context of the Labor Movement in the 1990s

When Rengo was established in 1989, its leadership expected that labor would increase its influence in the economic as well as political arenas based on the enhanced
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3In this section, I will examine changes in the economic context of the labor movement and will not deal with changes in the political context due to the limited space of the paper. The political context of the labor movement has changed drastically since the early 1990s (the realignment of political party started after the collapse of the dominance of the Liberal Democratic Party). However, it seems that economic context has a stronger impact on the internal politics of the labor movement than political context.
organizational unity of the labor movement. As a part of the confederation’s strategy for greater influence, it started an organizing campaign in 1990 in order to increase its membership from 7.6 million to 10 million by 1993. However, Rengo’s membership not only failed to grow as planned (the membership in 1993 was 7.8 million), but also started to stagnate in the mid-1990s (see Table 1). Moreover, the labor movement as a whole suffered from the decline in union density: union density fell from 30.8 percent in 1980 to 25.2 percent in 1990, and to 23.2 percent in 1996 (see Table 2).

What explains the difficulty of Rengo in organizing new members and the decline of union density? Tsuyoshi Tsuru and James Rebitzer, based on a survey conducted in 1992, argue that the decline of density is not due to “changes in the sectoral composition of employment,” but due to the absence of positive effects of unions on wages and benefits that “is likely to limit severely the attractiveness of unions to the non-union work-force” (1995: 465, 482). The absence of union effects on wages and benefits is in turn explained by the enterprise-based structure of the Japanese labor movement. As they put it:

The identification of the union with the enterprise...limits the willingness of the union to seek wage gains that might hinder the competitiveness position of the company. Should profits come under pressure (as happened in Japan as a result of the oil shocks in the 1970s and the heisei recession in the 1990s), it is natural for enterprise unions to adopt an accommodating position [thus reducing the attractiveness of unions to non-union workers] (ibid.: 482).

Their study suggests that the enterprise-based structure of the labor movement makes unions vulnerable to the logic of economic competition under adverse economic conditions, which in turn reduces the incentive of non-union workers to form or join unions. In other words, Rengo’s difficulty in expanding its organizational base reflects the recession of the Japanese economy since the early 1990s.
The economic recession has caused not only the stagnation of union growth, but also changes in employers’ attitudes toward “Japanese-style employment relations.” The model of “Japanese-style employment relations,” consisting of three main components (employment security, seniority wages, and enterprise unionism), has been widely seen as one of the important reasons for the economic success of Japanese manufacturers in global markets in the 1970s and 1980s. Although employers saw seniority wages as a potential cause of economic inefficiency, they tried to solve the problem of potential inefficiency not by abolishing seniority wages, but by gradually increasing the portion of ability-based wages at the expense of seniority wages (Kyotani, 1995: 6). The labor movement, particularly unions in large private-sector firms, had come to support this model of employment relations by the end of the 1960s. In this way, “Japanese-style employment relations” were institutionalized mainly in large private-sector firms and remained a relatively stable feature of industrial relations even during the world-wide recession due to the oil shocks in the 1970s and the recession due to the appreciation of yen in the 1980s.

The economic recession in the 1990s, however, is much severer than the previous ones, and employers have found the existing system of employment relations increasingly inflexible in coping with competitive economic environments. In 1992, Nikkeiren started proposing a drastic reform of wage system and the division of regular employees between the “flow” and “stock” types (Nakanishi, 1995: 13). In 1995,

---

4It should be noted that “Japanese-style employment relations” mainly covers male workers in larger firms. Most female workers and workers in smaller firms do not enjoy employment relations as secure and seniority-based as workers in larger firms.

5Japanese firms coped with the recessions in the 1970s and 1980s, first through intra-firm transfers of employees, and then through “loaning” employees to outside firms. There are two ways of loaning workers: “shukko” and “tenseki.” While “shukko” means that workers who are transferred to an outside firm retain their status as employees of their original firm, “tenseki” means those who are on loan no longer retain such status and become employees of receiving firms. Firms that receive loaned workers are in most cases subsidiaries and/or suppliers of sending firms and are smaller than the latter (see Sato, 1996).
the employers’ association further elaborated its reform plan in a document titled “Japanese-style management in a new era.” The document, adopted by the association’s convention as an official guideline for personnel policies of its member firms, proposed the following policies among others: the division of regular employees whose employment status is currently secure into three groups with different duration of employment, the shift from seniority-based wages to wages strictly based on ability and performance, the introduction of discretionary work scheme to wider categories of white collar work, and the maintenance of management-union relations at the enterprise level based on mutual trust (Shukan Rodo News, May 22, 1995; Gekkan Rodo Kumiai, 1995: 68-73). Observers and union leaders comment that the policies proposed by the Nikkeiren document are much more drastic ones than those proposed by previous documents of the employers’ association in the past twenty years because they see the document as representing employers’ attempts to considerably weaken employment security and to virtually do away with seniority wages (e.g., Kyotani, 1995; Nakanishi, 1995; Shukan Rodo News, September 11, 1995). As stated above, employment security and seniority wages are two of the three components of “Japanese-style employment relations.” It should be noted that the employers’ association intends to retain the third component of the employment relations, i.e., harmonious relations between employers and unions at the enterprise.

6Nikkeiren proposed that employers divide regular employees into three groups: (1) the group of employees whose skills are accumulated on a long-term basis, (2) the group of employees with specialized skills, and (3) the group of employees with general skills, and that the three groups be employed on long-, medium-, and short-term basis, respectively. It also proposed that each employer develop its own “portfolio of the three groups of employees” so as to enhance the competitiveness of the firm (Shukan Rodo News, May 22, 1995; Gekkan Rodo Kumiai, 1995: 68-73).

7Nikkeiren proposed a guideline of personnel policies to its member firms, and the member firms do not necessarily implement policies as proposed by the employers’ association. However, it should be noted that policy proposals of Nikkeiren are widely seen as representing the general interests of employers and have a strong impact on the discourse of employment relations. It should also be noted that the Nikkeiren document of 1995 cites cases of 14 firms whose personnel policies are close to those proposed by the employers’ association.
level, in spite of the drastic reform of the other two components. In other words, employers expect enterprise unions (at least some of them) to cooperate with the radical reform of employment relations and are thus calling for “cross-class alliances” with them. As shown below, responses of unions to the Nikkeiren document were divided between opposition and lukewarm support.

The restructuring of “Japanese-style employment relations” entails the deregulation of labor relations through the revision of the Labor Standards Law and other labor-related laws. The deregulation will make it much easier for employers to restructure employment relations in line with the policy recommendations of Nikkeiren. The government formally decided to make employment relations a target of deregulation and established an advisory council to the Minister of Labor to review regulations on labor relations under the current Labor Standards Law. In December 1997, the council recommended, among other things, the expansion of work categories eligible for the discretionary work scheme, the extension of the upper limit of fixed-term labor contracts from one to three years, and the regulation of overtime work hours based on a standard guideline set by the Minister of Labor, rather than a legally binding upper limit (Araki, 1997; Japan Labor Bulletin, February 1, 1998). The government drafted a bill for the revision of the Labor Standards Law based on the recommendations and submitted it to the ordinary session of the National Diet in April, 1998. Nikkeiren takes the position that the Labor Standards Law should not decide details of how each worker works and highly evaluates the proposed revision of the law as “the first step in the right direction” (Shukan Rodo News, February 16, 1998a). Rengo and the two other confederations, on the other hand, oppose the proposed revision. For example, Rengo argues that the deregulation of employment relations will promote “the individualization of labor contracts” that not only lowers the level of working conditions, but also poses a threat to the very existence of labor unions (Shukan Rodo News, February 16, 1998b). Because of the disagreements of the
concerned parties, the Diet did not pass the bill and decided to carry the bill over to the next session.

The economic recession put pressure on the government not only to deregulate its control on employment relations, but also to restructure the government itself into a more efficient form. The restructuring of the government, commonly called "administrative reform," can be seen as another form of deregulation. Although the administrative reform started in the 1980s with the privatization of telecommunication and railway services, it did not proceed smoothly thereafter because plans to privatize or streamline government services met opposition from actors who had vested interests in the existing government structure. The severe recession in the 1990s has revitalized political debates over administrative reform. The issue most relevant to the internal politics of the labor movement is the political debate over the privatization of postal services. This is because such an issue creates a division between public-sector unions opposed to a drastic reform of the government and private-sector unions, particularly those in export-oriented industries, in support of a small and efficient government (see below).

This section has shown that economic conditions have been unfavorable for the labor movement since the formation of Rengo. Particularly important for the labor movement is the fact that employers have started to withdraw their support for employment security and seniority due to the inflexibility of the existing system of employment relations. Since these two components of employment relations are an integral part of the industrial relations institutions in the private sector since the late 1960s, the withdrawal of employers’ support suggests that institutional arrangements of industrial relations may go through a fundamental transformation. If so, unions

---

8Pontusson and Swenson argue that employers are the principal agents of institutional change. According to them, the transformation of industrial relations institutions in Sweden from the nationally centralized collective bargaining to the industry- or enterprise-based decentralized bargaining occurred largely because employers in export-oriented, engineering industries no longer see the centralized bargaining as
have to re-evaluate the policies that they have taken so far and to make policy choices in response to the transformation of institutional arrangements.

**Internal Politics within the Labor Movement**

(1) Sectoral Politics within Rengo

The changes in the context of the labor movement, discussed in the previous section, have sparked inter-union debates within Rengo over union policies. Since its establishment in 1989, Rengo has held five conventions. Observers comment that the first three conventions (held in 1989, 1991, and 1993) were devoid of active debates and largely ceremonial (Shimada and Inoue, 1994: 10-11; Egami, 1997: 8). However, delegates engaged in active debates in the conventions in 1995 and 1997 because some of them became frustrated with the ineffectiveness of the confederation in dealing with problems confronting the labor movement. Active debates surprised many observers of Rengo because they had regarded the internal politics of Rengo as being largely de-politicized under the dominance of big business unions.

In the 1995 convention, the executive committee of Rengo proposed a program that was widely seen as reflecting policies of big business unions. The program stated that the Japanese society entered into a “mature stage” characterized by slow economic growth, and that unions should strive to establish “the system of consensus building at every level of society,” particularly at the macro- and society-wide-level. It emphasized the macro-level participation of unions because

---

worth supporting. The centralized bargaining in Sweden had been institutionalized in the 1930s in order to control wage militancy of construction workers. However, in later years, the centralized bargaining failed to restrain wage increases of workers sheltered from international competition, and the export-oriented employers began to see the centralized bargaining as being rigid and burdensome (see, Pontusson and Swenson, 1996; Swenson, 1991).

9By “sector,” I mean a group of industries that share similar characteristics (e.g., export-oriented sector). I also mean a group of firms with similar sizes (e.g., the sector of small- and medium-sized firms).
enterprise-level activities of unions were not sufficient to improve living standards of workers under slow economic growth and because macro-level activities of unions were necessary to ensure fair distribution of resources at the societal level (Shukan Rodo News, September 18, 1995; October 9, 1995a, b). In other words, the program reaffirmed the position taken by big business unions in the unification movement in the 1980s, particularly the neo-corporatist-style policy participation at the national level. Delegates of unions representing workers in small- and medium-sized firms, however, expressed dissatisfaction with the “mature society thesis” of the program. They criticized the “mature society thesis” for being too vague to be a guideline of union policies and argued that the thesis indicates the halfheartedness of Rengo in addressing issues that workers in small- and medium-sized firms face, such as improvement of working conditions. They also expressed frustration at what they saw as meager results of Rengo’s activities in the previous six years in the areas of wage increases, employment security, and political issues (Shukan Rodo News, October 9, 1995a, b). In this way, policy debates in the 1995 convention mainly reflected the difference in interests between big business unions that were relatively satisfied with the status quo of industrial relations and unions of small- and medium-sized firms that were strongly dissatisfied with it.

Debates in the 1997 convention reflected conflicts not only between unions of different firm sizes, but also between unions in the private and public sectors. In contrast to the program of the previous convention, the tone of the program adopted by the convention was critical. The program stated that the restructuring of employment relations and the revision of the Labor Standards Law were “the manifestation of the supremacy of market principle” and warned that the supremacy of market principle would increase social inequality and deprive society of its vitality (Shukan Rodo News, September 22, 1997). The critical tone of the program seemed to reflect the criticism of many delegates to the previous convention against the
acquiescent tone of “the mature society thesis” as well as a sense of crisis shared by Rengo’s leaders that the deregulation of employment relations would seriously undermine the organizational base of the labor movement (ibid.).

Debates in the convention reflected inter-union politics based on sectoral interests. They centered on the issues of the deregulation of employment relations and administrative reform, particularly the privatization of postal services. While delegates of unions of small- and medium-sized firms and public-sector unions actively engaged in discussions about these two issues, those of unions representing workers in large private-sector firms largely remained silent (Shukan Rodo News, October 6, 1997; Matsubara, et al., 1997: 28-29). The “silence” of big business unions means two things. First, big business unions do not necessarily oppose the revision of the Labor Standards Law. For example, Denki Rengo (Japanese Electrical, Electronic and Information Union) and Jidosha Soren (Confederation of Japan Automobile Workers’ Unions) support the expansion of work categories eligible for the discretionary work scheme, one of the main points in the proposed revision of the law (Shukan Rodo News, February 16, 1998b; April 13, 1998). Unions representing workers in small- and medium-sized firms, on the other hand, strongly oppose the revision of the law because they fear that the revised law will make relatively poor working conditions in these firms even poorer (see Rodo Undo, 1998: 65-6; also see below). Second, public-sector unions and big business unions disagree on the issue of administrative reform. Although public-sector unions accept the necessity of making government organizations more efficient, they oppose the privatization of postal services and drastic restructuring of other government organs. Big business unions, on the other hand, see the big and inefficient government as hampering the

10 The unions that most actively engaged in discussions are Zensen Domei (the Japanese Federation of Textile, Garment, Chemical, Mercantile, Food and Allied Industries Workers’ Unions), Zenkoku Ippan (National Union of General Workers), and Kinzoku Kikai (National Metal and Machinery Workers’ Unions of Japan).
competitiveness of export-oriented firms and demand a drastic form of administrative reform. For example, Kinzoku Rokyo (Japanese Council of International Metalworkers’ Unions or IMF-JC, a loose federation of unions in export-oriented metal working industries, such as steel, automobile, electronics, and shipbuilding) adopted, in its convention held just before the 1997 convention of Rengo, a resolution calling for a thorough implementation of administrative reform including the privatization of postal services in order to reduce expenditures of the government (Shukan Rodo News, September 8, 1997). The pro-administrative reform position of IMF-JC is said to have created tension between big business unions and public-sector unions such as Zentei (Japan Postal Workers’ Union) and Jichiro (All-Japan Prefectural and Municipal Workers’ Union) (Matsubara, et al., 1997: 35).

Big business unions have also taken much more positive attitudes toward the restructuring of “Japanese-style employment relations,” as envisioned by the 1995 Nikkeiren document, than unions in other sectors. For example, Denki Rengo supports the shift from seniority-based wages to merit-based wages on the condition that the employment security of union members is maintained. Its position is said to reflect the interests of high-skilled white collar workers such as engineers and researchers. Shogyo Roren (Japanese Federation of Commercial Workers’ Unions) proposes the division of employees into the “stock” and “flow” types as well as merit-based pay. The proposal of Shogyo Roren is very similar to that proposed by Nikkeiren. Besides the unions of electronic and commercial workers, those of workers in petroleum, chemical, automobile, and telecommunication industries show partial, if not full, support for Nikkeiren’s policy on the restructuring of employment relations (Shukan Rodo News, September 11, 1995; Kijima, 1997; Matsunaga, 1998). In this way, these unions respond more or less positively to the employers’ call for “cross-class alliances” (see Page 10).
Some big business unions have gone further to form alliances with employers in a more explicit way. Unions in export-oriented industries formed “cross-class alliances” against unions in industries sheltered from the pressure of international competition. For example, IMF-JC, consisting of unions in automobile, electronics, steel, and shipbuilding industries, issued a joint statement with Nikkeiren, demanding the government to speed up deregulation and administrative reform (Shinoda, 1995). The formation of such an alliance was facilitated by wage politics between the export-oriented and sheltered sectors. Unions in export-oriented industries have become increasingly frustrated with the existing system of annual rounds of wage negotiations (so called Shunto or spring offensive) because the system has tended to reduce wage differentials between high-productivity and low-productivity industries and allowed unions in the latter industries to “free ride” wages decided by those in the former industries. Thus, these unions have demanded that a wage level of each industry be determined by productivity of that industry, and that regulations be removed from the hitherto protected industries (Shinoda, 1995; Hyodo, 1997: 523). The formation of the “cross-class alliance” between IMF-JC and Nikkeiren reflected the convergence of interests between big business unions and employers in the “deregulation” of the system of wage determination.

11Readers may wonder why the wage leveling occurred under the decentralized system of industrial relations. Although collective bargaining is decentralized at the enterprise level, wage settlements have been coordinated within and across industries by the system of annual rounds of wage negotiations (Shunto).

12According to high-productivity industry unions, the “free-riding” have lowered the rate of wage increases in export-oriented industries and contributed to higher prices of products and services of protected industries. Export-oriented employers have used the possible spill-over of wage increases into the high-productivity sector as an excuse for offering wage increases much lower than demanded by the unions. In addition, employers in sheltered, low-productivity industries have shifted higher labor costs due to wage increases onto prices (Shinoda, 1995; Shinoda, 1996: 142; Hyodo, 1997: 523).

13Note that the inter-union wage politics in the mid-1990s in Japan are not unlike wage politics in other industrialized countries in the 1980s. For example, unions representing skilled workers in the competitive sector in Denmark and Sweden were against wage-leveling under centralized collective bargaining and formed cross-class
In this way, the inter-union politics within Rengo have become active since the mid-1990s, as sectoral interests have generated diverse responses to the transformation of industrial relations among industry-level federations affiliated with the confederation. While unions of large private-sector firms have largely accepted the logic of market competition and supported deregulation and administrative reform, unions of small- and medium-sized private-sector firms and public-sector unions have been reluctant to accept the logic of market competition and opposed the deregulation of employment relations and the drastic restructuring of the government. Why have sectoral-based inter-union politics come to the fore in this period? One of the main reasons is the severe recession in the 1990s. As Peter Swenson points out in the case of labor politics in Sweden:

Economic stagnation or a crisis of competitiveness...can turn latent conflicts within labor into open rivalry, making private-sector unions available for external alliances [i.e., cross-class alliances]. Zero-sum conflict among unions over shares of national income can disrupt previously stable relations within their confederations (Swenson, 1992: 50).

The labor movement in Japan seems to have experienced similar dynamics of inter-union politics.

While conflicts within labor developed mainly between unions in export-oriented industries and public sector-unions in Sweden, such conflicts in Japan have developed not only between these two groups of unions, but between big business unions and unions of small- and medium-sized firms. It can be argued that the dualist structure of labor markets has contributed to the latter type of conflicts within labor. Labor markets in Japan have been characterized by dualism because of differences in wages and working conditions between workers in large firms and those alliances with employers in order to decentralize the system of wage bargaining (see Iversen, 1996).
in small- and medium-sized firms. For example, workers in manufacturing firms with less than 99 employees and with 100-999 employees received, respectively, 71.5 percent and 79.3 percent of wages earned by workers in firms with more than 1,000 employees in 1995. Concerning working conditions, while 80 percent of large-sized firms have adopted the five-day-week system, it is introduced to only 40 percent of medium-sized firms and 33 percent of small-sized firms (Igarashi, 1998: 270). The dualist structure of labor markets is also indicated by the uneven distribution of union density among firms of different sizes: while 59.3 percent of workers employed by large-sized firms (more than 1,000 employees) are organized by unions, the density of workers employed by medium-sized firms (100-999 employees) and small-sized firms (less than 100 employees) is 25.0 percent and 4.1 percent, respectively (ibid.). Active inter-union politics between big business unions and unions of small- and medium-sized firms seem to reflect the intensification of dualism due to the severe recession in the 1990s.

(2) Internal Politics within Big Business Unions

So far, I have examined inter-union politics within the labor movement based on sectoral interests. An implicit assumption in the sectoral-based analysis is that unions act as unitary actors because their behaviors are shaped by conditions of sectors where unions organize their members. However, this assumption has some limits because unions themselves consist of top leaders, lower-ranking officials, and rank and file members and may have political dynamics within them. In this sub-section, I examine a “rank and file movement” within Denki Rengo, the industry-level federation of enterprise unions in the electronics industry, and point out the limits of the movement in challenging top union leaders. The examination has to be brief because data on the internal politics of the union are sketchy.

14 I review theories of the internal politics of unions elsewhere (see Suzuki, forthcoming).
Denki Rengo consists of enterprise unions of big electronics firms such as NEC, Fujitsu, Hitachi, and Toshiba. These enterprise unions actively cooperate with employers in their efforts to make employment relations flexible, such as the introduction of the discretionary work scheme (e.g., Asahi Shinbun, March 3, 1998). However, there are groups of activists critical of cooperative policies taken by union leaders within the enterprise unions of the major electronics firms. In 1988, these groups formed an industry-level body called Denki Rodosha Kondankai (the Discussion Meeting of Electronic Workers) in order to facilitate discussion and exchanges of information among activists in different enterprises. Activists characterize the enterprise unions as being controlled by management and criticize union leaders for failing to address the problems that many rank and file members face under the restructuring of employment relations. Such problems include low wage increases, the anxiety felt by union members about the future of their employment security, long work hours, and gender discrimination in wages. They “expose” these problems by conducting informal surveys among union members. These informal surveys provide opportunities for them to express their dissatisfactions with union leaders and their policies. According to activists, many rank and file members do not feel free to openly express their dissatisfactions through the formal channel of the unions because the unions are under the oligarchical rule of the pro-management leadership (Nakayama, 1997; Chingin To Shakai Hosho, 1995).

Formal surveys conducted by Denki Rengo in 1989 and 1994 show that about 20 percent of electronics workers are dissatisfied with their unions (Chosa Jiho, 1995).\footnote{This does not mean that the rest of respondents said they were satisfied with their unions. In both surveys, about 45 percent of them said that they could not say either satisfied or dissatisfied, and about 30 percent of them said they were satisfied (Chosa Jiho, 1995).} If activists critical of union leaders can turn these dissatisfied workers into their support-base, their activities will pose a threat to the union leadership.
However, the capacity of the “rank and file movement” to challenge the union leadership is seriously limited for two reasons. First, studies of “rank and file movements” in unions in the United States show that such movements may have an impact on the internal politics of unions only when activists involved in them establish their “stronghold” in union locals by winning union elections at the local level (e.g., Nyden, 1984). The “rank and file movement” in the Japanese electronics industry also enter candidates in union elections at the local level, but these candidates have a very slight chance of winning. This is because union officials make every effort, even at the cost of union democracy, to prevent candidates critical of cooperative union-management relations from winning elections. The second limit concerns the political orientation of the “rank and file movement” of electronics workers. Even if the groups of activists at the enterprise level and their industry-level body emphasize that their activities are politically neutral, it is widely believed that leaders of these groups are members or sympathizers of the JCP (Japan Communist Party). Since the support-base of the JCP among workers in large private-sector firms is very narrow, the opposition movement led by communists within the enterprise unions of the major electronics firms is not expected to win widespread support among union members.

Conclusion

In this paper, I have examined the internal politics of the labor movement since the formation of Rengo. I show that the internal politics of Rengo became active as institutional arrangements of industrial relations went through a transformation due to the withdrawal of employers’ support for “Japanese-style employment relations.” The internal politics within the confederation reflect conflicts of interests between private-sector and public-sector unions as well as between big business unions and

---

16A survey of workers in the electronics industry in 1997 shows that only 1.8 percent of respondents said they support the JCP (Chosa Jiho, 1998).
unions of small- and medium-sized firms in the private sector. Big business unions in principle support the deregulation of employment relations and other measures to make Japanese firms competitive in global markets, while public-sector unions and unions of small- and medium-sized firms oppose the drastic restructuring of employment relations. I pointed out the intensification of dualism in labor markets due to the economic recession as one of the background factors for the active internal politics within Rengo. In addition to the sector-based politics between unions, I have shown that unions at the industry- or enterprise-levels are not necessarily unitary actors and have their own internal political dynamics, as indicated by the existence of a “rank and file movement” within the electronics workers’ unions.

What does the active inter-union politics indicate for the future of the labor movement in Japan? Will the labor movement go through fundamental changes? Is it going to move away from enterprise-based, largely harmonious relations with employers? It seems that the labor movement is going to be polarized between big business unions which represent “core” workers and unions representing “peripheral” workers. Workers in the “peripheral” sector include those who work at large private-sector firms but without employment security and those who work at small- and medium-sized firms. While the former unions are likely to maintain enterprise-based, cooperative relations with employers, the latter unions may move away from enterprise-based unionism to industry- or region-based unionism. Some unions of small- and medium-sized firms have attempted to organize the vast majority of unorganized workers in these firms on the basis of industry or region, rather than enterprise. These unions are likely to intensify their organizing efforts on the industrial or regional basis.

Furthermore, new types of regional unions have

---

17This is indicated by the amalgamation of two unions organizing workers in small- and medium-sized firms in machine tool and other metal-working industries, Kinzoku Kikai (National Metal and Machinery Workers’ Unions of Japan) and Zenkin-Rengo (Japanese Federation of Metal Industry Workers’ Unions). Prior to the establishment of Rengo, these two unions had been affiliated with Sohyo and Domei, respectively,
emerged with the aim of protecting specific types of workers, such as middle-aged workers in managerial positions most vulnerable to dismissal or forced retirement, and female workers who suffer from the widespread gender-based discrimination in wages and working conditions. When these regional- and industry-based unions become more influential than enterprise-based big business unions within Rengo and the labor movement in general, the labor movement in Japan will be transformed in a fundamental way. If big business unions continue to dominate Rengo, on the other hand, the influence of organized labor will decline further. This is because members of big business unions are limited to the ever shrinking “core” workers, and because these unions are not very interested in organizing new workers outside enterprises.

and engaged in intense inter-union competition. However, the rivalry between the two unions has become less intense since the formation of Rengo. Thus, the two unions have started discussions about amalgamation so that the amalgamated union will be able to unionize unorganized workers more effectively by pooling their resources (Rodo Keizai Junpo, 1994: 21-24).
### Table 1  Number and Proportion of Organized Workers by Affiliation (in thousand)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Rengo</th>
<th>Zen-ror en</th>
<th>Zen-rok yo</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5,323 (43.5%)</td>
<td>5,445 (44.5%)</td>
<td>7,614 (62.1%)</td>
<td>7,615 (61.4%)</td>
<td>7,642 (60.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>835 (6.8%)</td>
<td>840 (6.8%)</td>
<td>859 (6.8%)</td>
<td>856 (6.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>290 (2.4%)</td>
<td>299 (2.4%)</td>
<td>296 (2.4%)</td>
<td>300 (2.4%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4,167 (34.1%)</td>
<td>4,138 (34.1%)</td>
<td>3,897 (31.8%)</td>
<td>3,872 (31.2%)</td>
<td>3,993 (31.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12,227</td>
<td>12,227</td>
<td>12,265</td>
<td>12,397</td>
<td>12,541</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Rengo</th>
<th>Zen-ror en</th>
<th>Zen-rok yo</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7,823 (61.6%)</td>
<td>7,725 (61.2%)</td>
<td>7,658 (61.5%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>857 (6.7%)</td>
<td>860 (6.8%)</td>
<td>859 (6.9%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>298 (2.3%)</td>
<td>274 (2.2%)</td>
<td>281 (2.3%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12,699</td>
<td>12,614</td>
<td>12,451</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Nihon Rodo Kenkyu Kiko, 1997)

### Table 2  Union Density (percent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Nihon Rodo Kenkyu Kiko, 1997)
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